Breast cancer is the most common cancer in the UK. Getting to know how your breasts look and feel will help you know what’s normal for you. You’ll then be more confident about noticing any unusual changes.

See your GP if you notice a change. Most breast changes are not because of cancer. But the sooner breast cancer is diagnosed, the more effective treatment may be.

HOW DO I CHECK MY BREASTS?

Get used to looking at and feeling your breasts regularly. This could be when you’re in the bath or shower, using body lotion or getting dressed.

You don’t need to feel your breasts in any special way. If you check them as part of your usual routine you won’t need to worry about whether you’re doing it often enough. Decide what you’re comfortable with and what suits you best.

Check all parts of your breasts, your armpits and up to your collarbone for changes.

IT’S AS SIMPLE AS TLC: TOUCH LOOK CHECK

TOUCH your breasts: can you feel anything unusual?

LOOK for changes: does anything look different?

CHECK any changes with your GP

WHATEVER YOUR AGE, SIZE OR SHAPE, GET TO KNOW YOUR BREASTS.

Breast Cancer Now can answer your questions about breast health. You can call us free on 0808 800 6000.

There is expert information on breast conditions and looking after your breasts on our website breastcancernow.org.
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A quick guide to being breast aware
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